life of cleopatra bible study - cleopatra full name cleopatra vii philopator was born in january of 69 b c to ptolemy xii auletes she was one of several children born into a royal family that had ruled egypt starting around 323 b c with ptolemy i soter a general of alexander the great cleopatra assumed the throne at the age of seventeen ruling jointly with her father ptolemy xii auletes and then with her two, chalcolithic age bronze age 3100bc agape bible study - chart list next chalcolithic age bronze age 3100bc 1200bc sumerian akkadian 4000bc 3500bc 3000bc 2500bc agriculture improved by sumerians develop nations of mesopotamia egyptians invent irrigation writing system and egypt have a sophisticated papyrus, cleopatra biography facts britannica com - life and reign daughter of king ptolemy xii auletes cleopatra was destined to become the last queen of the macedonian dynasty that ruled egypt between the death of alexander the great in 323 bce and its annexation by rome in 30 bce the line had been founded by alexander s general ptolemy who became king ptolemy i soter of egypt cleopatra was of macedonian descent and had little if any, acts of the apostles biblescripture net - the acts of the apostles is the second book written by st luke and serves as a sequel to his gospel acts follows the gospel of st john and precedes the letter of st paul to the romans in the new testament of the bible luke was the only gentle writer of the new testament colossians 4 10 14 he was a companion of paul and reflected paul who saw the risen christ